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Abstract
Background—Many studies have linked weather to mortality; however, role of such critical
factors as regional variation, susceptible populations, and acclimatization remain unresolved.
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Methods—We applied time-series models to 107 US communities allowing a nonlinear
relationship between temperature and mortality by using a 14-year dataset. Second-stage analysis
was used to relate cold, heat, and heat wave effect estimates to community-specific variables. We
considered exposure timeframe, susceptibility, age, cause of death, and confounding from
pollutants. Heat waves were modeled with varying intensity and duration.
Results—Heat-related mortality was most associated with a shorter lag (average of same day and
previous day), with an overall increase of 3.0% (95% posterior interval: 2.4%–3.6%) in mortality
risk comparing the 99th and 90th percentile temperatures for the community. Cold-related
mortality was most associated with a longer lag (average of current day up to 25 days previous),
with a 4.2% (3.2%–5.3%) increase in risk comparing the first and 10th percentile temperatures for
the community. Mortality risk increased with the intensity or duration of heat waves. Spatial
heterogeneity in effects indicates that weather–mortality relationships from 1 community may not
be applicable in another. Larger spatial heterogeneity for absolute temperature estimates
(comparing risk at specific temperatures) than for relative temperature estimates (comparing risk
at community-specific temperature percentiles) provides evidence for acclimatization. We
identified susceptibility based on age, socioeconomic conditions, urbanicity, and central air
conditioning.
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Conclusions—Acclimatization, individual susceptibility, and community characteristics all
affect heat-related effects on mortality.
Several studies have identified associations between mortality and temperature, identifying
nonlinear J- or U-shaped relationships.1–11 Extreme events such as the 2003 European
heatwave12,13 and concern regarding climate change have increased interest in the impact of
weather on health. Most previous work has investigated a single city or a small number of
cities; however, several multicity US studies have been conducted, including investigations
of cardiovascular mortality for the elderly in 107 communities,1 effect modification in 7
cities,2 and effect modification of ozone on cardiovascular mortality for 95 cities.3 Study
designs vary widely. For example, research on 50 US cities evaluated effects above or below
a specified temperature,4,5 whereas a study of 11 eastern US cities estimated the nonlinear
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response across the entire temperature range.6 The relationship seems to vary by region,
with an 11-city study identifying higher heat effects in the northeast with lower or negligible
effects in the southeast.6 Several studies have indicated variation in effects by race,
education level, population density, and air conditioning (AC).2,4,5,14 European studies
found that cold effects occur up to 2 weeks after exposure15,16; however, to date large
multicity US studies have applied short-term lags of 6 days or less.1,3–5,7,10,11
A better understanding of how temperature affects mortality and susceptible populations is
crucial not only to the medical community, but to policymakers and community leaders who
develop intervention strategies for temperature extremes. Weather mortality relationships
and variation by region and populations are likely to be of growing importance as climate
change is anticipated to alter temperature patterns, possibly including increased frequency
and magnitude of heat waves.17
This study analyzes temperature-related mortality for 107 US communities, considering
exposure timeframes, heat waves, cause of death, age, susceptible populations, regional
variation, acclimatization, and air pollution. Ozone is of particular importance given its
formation’s temperature de-pendence.18 We estimated community-specific nonlinear
exposure–response curves and combined estimates accounting for their statistical
uncertainty to generate national effects.
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METHODS
Data
The study includes 107 urban communities for 1987–2000. Each community is a county or
set of adjacent counties. Mortality, weather, and pollution data were based on the publicly
available National Morbidity, Mortality, and Air Pollution Study,19 originally obtained from
the National Center for Health Statistics, National Climatic Data Center, and US
Environmental Protection Agency.19
Daily mortality excluded nonresidents and deaths from injuries and external causes
(International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) Codes 800 and above,
ICD-10 Codes S and above). Mortality counts were stratified by cause as cardiovascular
(ICD-9 codes 390 – 448) and respiratory (ICD-9 codes 480 – 486, 490 – 497, or 507) and
age (<65, 65–74, ≥75 years).
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Weather variables were community-specific daily mean, maximum, and minimum
temperature, and mean apparent temperature. Dew point temperature was adjusted for mean
daily temperature to avoid collinearity.20 Days missing weather data (<2.5% of total days)
were excluded.
Daily community-specific concentrations of ozone and particulate matter with aerodynamic
diameter <10 μm (PM10) were available for 97 and 101 communities, respectively. In some
communities ozone was measured only during the warm season (eg, April–October). In
most communities PM10 was measured every 6 days.
Community-level variables (income, unemployment, education, public transportation, race,
urbanicity, and population) were estimated by weighted combination of 1990 and 2000 US
census values.21 Data on central AC, available for 53 communities, was obtained from the
American Housing Survey.22
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Analysis of Temperature–Mortality Relationships
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Within each community, the relationship between daily mortality and temperature was
estimated using an overdispersed Poisson generalized additive model:
(1)

where = expected mortality rate for community c on day t; β0 = model intercept; yc =
vector of regression coefficients for day of the week for community c; DOWt = categorical
variable for day of the week; ns (timet) = natural cubic spline of time, with 7 degrees of
freedom (df) per year; ns(Tclag) = natural cubic spline of a temperature metric for
community c for a specific lag from day t, with 3 df and knots at quantiles; ns(Dct) = natural
cubic spline of adjusted dew point temperature for community c on day t, with 3 df.
This approach was originally developed to study air pollution20,23 and temperature for 11
eastern US communities.6 We assessed several temperature metrics: daily average,
minimum, and maximum temperature, and apparent temperature,24 which incorporates
humidity (in this case, adjusted dew point temperature was omitted).
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We estimated community-specific temperature–mortality response curves and summary
measures of the heat- and cold-related portions of this relationship by estimating effects of
relative and absolute temperature changes. To quantify effects of relative temperature
changes, we calculated the change in mortality risk comparing the 1st to 10th percentile
(cold effect) and the 99th to 90th percentile (hot effect) of the community’s temperature
distribution. To quantify effects of absolute temperature changes, we calculated the change
in mortality risk at 80°F (26.7°C) compared with 60°F (15.6°C) (heat effect) and at 40°F
(4.4°C) compared with 60°F (cold effect) for all communities with temperature data
available in this range (101 communities for hot effects; 80 for cold effects). These
temperatures (40°F, 60°F, and 80°F) approximate the average 10th, 50th, and 90th
percentiles of mean daily temperature across communities. Heat and cold effects were
modeled separately. These effects reflect a portion of the overall exposure–response curve
and are a possible estimation of the heat and cold effect estimates that could be taken from
the nonlinear temperature-mortality curves.
We used sensitivity analyses to examine inclusion of same-day ozone and previous-day
PM10. Pollutant lag structures were chosen as the single-day lag with the strongest mortality
association based on earlier research.20,25 We tested robustness of results to the df for
temporal splines (4, 7, and 14 df/y).
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Heat waves were categorized by intensity and duration following methods developed to
study 3 European cities.26 This approach considers 6 heat wave types: periods of 2 or more
or 4 or more days of continuous temperatures more than 98.5th, 99th, or 99.5th percentile of
the community’s temperature distribution. For 2-day heat wave definitions, we compared
mortality on the second and later days of a heat wave to non-heat wave days; for the 4-day
definitions, we compared mortality on the fourth and later days of a heat wave to nonheatwave days. For all heat-wave analysis, models included control for lag 0–1 temperature.
Community-specific estimates of absolute and relative heat and cold effects and heat wave
effects were combined to generate national and regional estimates using a Bayesian
hierarchical model, as in earlier studies.20 Regional estimates were calculated for 7 regions
(industrial midwest, northeast, northwest, southern California, southeast, southwest, and
upper midwest).1 We used 2-Level Normal Independent Sampling Estimation with
noninformative priors (Jeffreys prior).27,28
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(3)

where βĉ = estimated effect of temperature on mortality in community c; βĉ = true effect of
temperature on mortality in community c; v̂c = statistical variance of βĉ ; μ = true average
effect across all communities; τ2 = between-community variance of the true effect; n =
number of communities.
Second-stage analysis evaluated whether community-specific variables (mean yearly and
seasonal temperature and unadjusted dew point temperature) modified community-specific
temperature-mortality effects.

(4)

where

= community-level variable j for community c: x̄j = mean community-level

variable j across communities; α0 = average ln(relative rate) when
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ln(relative rate) for unit increase in (

; α1,j = change in

).

Similar analysis examined how community-specific variables affect ozone mortality
effects.29
Equation 4 was used to explore sensitivity of subpopulations by race, socioeconomics,
urbanicity, and AC prevalence. We applied stratified models (Equations 2 and 3) to explore
susceptibility by age and cause of death (respiratory, cardiovascular, and
noncardiorespiratory). All analysis was performed in R-2.6.2.

RESULTS
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Weather and mortality summary statistics are provided in eTable 1 and distributions in
eFigure 1 in the supplemental material (http://links.lww.com/A720). We first calculated
relative effects with each temperature metric: minimum, maximum, and mean temperature,
and apparent temperature (eFig. 2, http://links.lww.com/A720). All metrics were strongly
correlated (eTable 2, http://links.lww.com/A720). Mean daily temperature and apparent
temperature estimates were similar. Mean daily temperature was chosen for subsequent
analysis given its high correlation to other metrics as this measure provides more easily
interpreted results in a policy context.
We considered lag structures of the same day and the average of the same day and up to 28
days previous. Figure 1 presents relative effect estimates and shows how this estimate
changes as more days of lagged temperature are included. First the relative effects were
calculated separately for each community and then combined to generate an overall effect.
Although Figure 1 shows the effect of lag structure on national heat and cold effects, the lag
with the strongest effect varied by community. eFigure 3 (http://links.lww.com/A720) shows
these effects for the 4 largest communities. The association of heat with mortality was
limited to recent days of exposure and estimates declined when longer time periods were
considered. For cold-related mortality a longer exposure time-frame is relevant. Results
indicate that use of identical exposure timeframes for heat and cold response is
inappropriate. For subsequent analysis, we estimated heat-related mortality based on the
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same and previous day (Tlag0–1), and cold-related mortality based on the same day and past
25 days (Tlag0–25).
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Based on the selected temperature metric and lag structures, we generated communityspecific exposure–response curves. Figure 2 and eFigure 4 (http://links.lww.com/A720)
provide an example, displayed as the increase in mortality risk for a given temperature (xaxis) compared with a reference temperature (60°F). eFigure 4A
(http://links.lww.com/A720) shows results for a shorter exposure period (Tlag0–1), capturing
the heat effect, and eFigure 4B (http://links.lww.com/A720) for a longer lag (Tlag0–25),
capturing the cold effect. Figure 2 combines the heat- and cold-related portions of eFigures
4A and 4B (http://links.lww.com/A720), respectively. eFigure 5
(http://links.lww.com/A720) provides examples of other locations. This representation better
captures weather-related mortality than previous research that used equal lag structures for
cold and heat effects.
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Slopes of exposure–response curves were summarized by comparing the risk of relative and
absolute temperature changes. eFigure 6 (http://links.lww.com/A720) shows relative cold
and heat effects for each community and the national effect, and eFigure 7
(http://links.lww.com/A720) provides absolute effects. The overall increase in mortality risk
comparing the first and 10th percentile Tlag0–25 was 4.2% (95% posterior interval = 3.2%–
5.3%). Mortality risk increased 3.0% (2.4%–3.6%) comparing the 99th and 90th percentile
Tlag0–1. Results were robust to the degrees of freedom used in time splines (eTable 3,
http://links.lww.com/A720). For absolute temperature changes, mortality risk at 60°F was
5.2% (3.8%–6.6%) lower than at 40°F for Tlag0–25 and 4.9% (3.8%–6.0%) lower than at
80°F for Tlag0–1.
We repeated analysis with inclusion of ozone or PM10 (Table 1 and eTable 4,
http://links.lww.com/A720). A smaller dataset is available for this analysis due to the lack of
pollution data for some communities and the frequency of pollution measurement. Cold
effects were similar with pollution adjustment, whereas heat effects were slightly lower.
eFigure 8 shows community-specific and overall results of pollution sensitivity analysis for
relative heat effects (http://links.lww.com/A720).
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eTable 5 (http://links.lww.com/A720) shows summary statistics for the occurrence of heat
waves in this study. Table 2 presents results from the heat-wave analysis. Some
communities had no heat waves of a specific definition and were thereby excluded from
analysis. Mortality effects increased with intensity or duration of the heat wave. As previous
research found lower heat-wave effects when longer lags were used for temperature
control,26 we recalculated results with lag 0 to 2 temperature control (eTable 6,
http://links.lww.com/A720). Effect estimates were very similar using this model structure.
Geographic distributions of heat and cold effects for relative (comparing risk across
temperature percentiles) and absolute (comparing risk at specific temperatures) effects are
shown in Figure 3 and eFigure 9 (http://links.lww.com/A720). Cold effects appear to be
larger in the South than in the north (eFigs. 9A, B, http://links.lww.com/A720). Conversely,
heat effects generally appear larger in the north (Fig. 3 and eFig. 9C,
http://links.lww.com/A720). Heat wave and heat effects showed similar geographic patterns
(eFig. 10, http://links.lww.com/A720). Spatial variation was also demonstrated by regional
estimates (eFig. 11, http://links.lww.com/A720). Cold effects were more similar across
regions than heat effects. Regional trends are more defined for absolute rather than relative
effects (Fig. 3 and eFigs. 9, 11, http://links.lww.com/A720), which could indicate that
populations acclimate to a city’s weather conditions, especially heat.
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We evaluated whether variation in community-specific effects could be explained by longterm average temperature and dew point temperature (Table 3). Heat effects were higher in
colder communities and cold effects higher in warmer communities, consistent with the
observed regional patterns. For example, a 12.9°F increase in long-term temperature was
associated with a 70% decrease in absolute heat effects and a 94% increase in absolute cold
effects.
Figure 4 shows relative cold and heat effects, stratified by age and cause. Respiratory
mortality effects were generally higher than cardiovascular effects. Results also indicate
associations for noncardiorespiratory mortality. Heat and cold effects were highest for the
oldest age category (≥75 years) for all causes; however, associations were also observed for
youngest age group (<65).
Heat wave effects were estimated by age and cause of death with the heat-wave definition as
temperatures at the 99.5th percentile or higher and 2 days duration or longer (Table 4). Heat
waves had effects on all age groups, with the largest effect for the oldest group, and for
cardiovascular and noncardiorespiratory deaths, with the highest estimate for cardiovascular
deaths. Results indicate an association between heat waves and respiratory mortality,
although estimates are uncertain.
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To investigate sensitive subpopulations, we explored the relationship between communityspecific weather-mortality effects and various community-specific indicators (Table 5).
Many of these community-level variables were correlated (eTable 7,
http://links.lww.com/A720). Communities with higher income, unemployment, population,
and urbanicity were more susceptible to heat impacts. Higher susceptibility to cold was
identified for communities with a higher percentage of African Americans. A higher fraction
of homes with central AC was associated with lower heat-related and higher cold-related
mortality risk. Results for the 65 years and older age category were similar to results for all
ages (eTables 8, 9, http://links.lww.com/A720).

DISCUSSION
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A variety of modeling decisions are made when estimating the impact of weather on
mortality, including the shape of the exposure–response curve, lag structure, and
temperature metric. These choices affect results and comparability across studies. Earlier
work investigated several exposure–response forms, such as the temperature of lowest
mortality risk (minimum mortality temperature) and constant linear relationships above
(heat slope) and below (cold slope) the minimum mortality temperature,6 generating a Vshaped exposure–response curve. Although useful, these methods do not fully capture the
nonlinear association and are problematic for comparing across cities, for example, a
comparison of a heat slope calculated for higher than 80°F versus a slope calculated for
higher than 90°F. Other studies estimated constant slopes above and below city-specific
threshold hot and cold temperatures.10,11,16 When comparing communities with disparate
climates, this method forces a V-shaped model that may not reflect actual temperaturemortality relationships in each community.
Our spline approach allows estimation of nonlinear relationships without forcing constant
slopes for specific temperature ranges or similarities among communities. Similar methods
were applied in a study of 7 US cities.2 For most communities the difference in mortality
risk per unit temperature decrease was fairly consistent across mild cold temperatures;
however, the heat effect per unit temperature increase rose significantly at higher
temperatures. Furthermore, some communities did not have a unique minimum mortality
temperature. Slope approximations based on specified temperatures (eg, our absolute
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estimates) are useful to summarize and compare temperature-response relationships, but
interpretation of results should consider that such methods reflect only a portion of the
nonlinear relationship. Although the heat and cold effects generated in this study summarize
only part of the temperature–mortality relationship, these methods were particularly
appropriate for studying such a large range of climates. Complex nonlinear functions such as
those used here and in previous studies may provide a more complete assessment of
temperature and mortality risk.8,15
Previous studies of weather and mortality have used a variety of temperature measurements.
Several studies have recommended apparent temperature or humidex24 because these
measures incorporate humidity; others suggested minimum temperature.11 We applied
minimum, maximum, and mean daily temperature, and mean daily apparent temperature,
and identified heat and cold effects for all metrics. Apparent temperature effects were nearly
identical to those of mean daily temperature adjusted for humidity. Heat effects were highest
for mean daily temperature. A multicity European study similarly found that mean daily
temperature was consistently the strongest predictor of mortality from heat and heat
waves,26 compared with daily minimum, maximum, and apparent temperature. Although
some differences in estimates may occur, our findings indicate that the various temperature
metrics are likely to produce similar results.
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We investigated lag times from same day to 28 days previous. Earlier heat-mortality studies
identified risk from recent exposure (ie, same day and a few days previous).5–8,11,16 Most
studies applied lags of 1 or 2 days, although some used up to 3 days.30 We found the
strongest heat-related mortality association for same- and previous-day exposure. The short
lag required to capture the effects of heat on mortality suggests a rapid physical response.
Some of the effects observed could be the result of short-term mortality displacement, and
further study is warranted.
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For cold-related mortality, most US studies applied 2- to 5-day lags,1,5,6,11 whereas other
researchers found cold effects after 1 or more weeks for some communities.16,31 Findings
indicate that longer lags are required to capture cold’s impact on mortality and that using
identical lag structures for cold and heat effects is not appropriate. A limitation of longer lag
structures is the introduction of more measurement error due to increased time between the
exposure and event. Heat and cold effects were similar in magnitude for absolute and
relative estimates, which contrasts with earlier US studies finding larger heat effects than
cold effects.5,11 We hypothesize that previous studies underestimated cold-related effects
through use of shorter lags. Results agree with a European study finding mortality effects
occurring days to weeks after cold exposure.16 Findings suggest that cold temperatures more
indirectly affect mortality than heat. Infectious diseases, which are more common in
industrialized countries during colder weather (when people spend more time indoors and in
proximity) could account for much of the cold-related effect. Although we found that heat
effects were impacted by shorter exposures and cold effects were affected by longer
exposures, the specific lag structures used here (Tlag0–25 and Tlag0–1) are intended to be
representative, not to reflect the only or the exact lag measurements appropriate for
temperature-mortality studies.
We took several approaches to comparing temperature effects across communities, including
estimates based on each community’s temperature distribution, allowing comparison despite
the wide climatic range. Studies of 2 Euro-pean,16 2 Mexican,30 and 50 US5 cities similarly
estimated mortality risk for community-specific temperature quantiles. We also calculated
the effect of a change in absolute temperature, from a relatively mild (60°F) to hot (80°F) or
cold (40°F) temperatures. These 2 types of effect estimates have different interpretations
with respect to acclimatization, an important consideration for climate-change studies and
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public health policy. Acclimatization can occur through physical adaptation, housing
characteristics, or behavioral patterns (eg, staying indoors, clothing). With a high degree of
acclimatization to weather, results would be similar across communities for relative
temperature effects and different for absolute effects. Without a high degree of
acclimatization, communities would have similar absolute effects and dissimilar relative
effects. Although both absolute and relative temperature effect estimates showed variation
across communities, absolute estimates exhibited larger variation, which implies some
degree of acclimatization to weather conditions because a given temperature has different
impact depending on location. Previous studies have also found some evidence of
acclimatization.5,6
Heat effects were generally lower in communities with higher long-term temperatures. This
supports the hypothesis that communities and individuals adapt, to some extent, to weather
even during temperatures that are extremely warm for that area. Conversely, absolute cold
effects were markedly higher in communities with higher temperatures, as observed
previously in other areas.32,33 However, a similar association was not observed for relative
cold effects. This indicates that those in colder cities seem to acclimatize to some degree, so
they are less affected by temperatures of 40°F, but not to the extent of lessening effects at
temperatures extremely cold for the community.
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Most previous heat wave studies have analyzed specific extreme events (eg, Chicago 199534
or European 200312,13 heat waves). Fewer studies have considered more frequent, less
severe heat waves. Our findings suggest that sustained periods of extreme heat present an
elevated risk over single days of high temperatures, even if the heat wave period is as short
as 2 days, and that duration and intensity of the heat wave affect mortality risk. Future
studies might consider separate effects by heat wave duration, intensity, or time of
occurrence during the summer.
We identified spatial heterogeneity in heat and cold effects, consistent with other US
studies1,2,5–8,10,11 with larger cold effects in the southern US and smaller effects in the
north.6,11 Similar to previous research,7,11 we found negligible or null effects for heat in
many southeastern communities. Results emphasize the need for multicity studies because
results from 1 location may not be applicable elsewhere.
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Heat effects were slightly lowered when models included O3 and PM10. Cold effects were
essentially unchanged. In previous studies, temperature–mortality results were also robust to
particles2,16,26,30 and ozone.5,26,30,35 Earlier research found ozone-mortality associations
were robust to control for temperature.20 Findings of previous studies and our work imply
separate and substantial mortality effects from temperature and from air pollution; however,
some studies suggest possible interaction between temperature and air pollution.3,36
Observed associations between weather and noncardiorespiratory deaths indicate that
weather affects mortality beyond cardiorespiratory responses. Estimates were somewhat
higher for cardiovascular and respiratory deaths, especially respiratory, compared with total
deaths, consistent with earlier studies.5,37
We found higher susceptibility for older populations; however, other age categories were
also subject to temperature–mortality risk. Results from stratifying effect estimates by age
were consistent with earlier results based on community-level and individual-level
data.11,34,37,38
We found differences in susceptibility related to socioeconomic factors and urbanicity.
Previous studies also found community-level socioeconomic factors to explain some
variability in communities’ heat effects.6,10 This may reflect baseline health and nutrition
status, access to health care, and ability to respond to extreme conditions (eg, AC).
Epidemiology. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 June 04.
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Susceptibility by urbanicity may relate to urban-heat-island effects or housing conditions.
We found that heat has a lower mortality impact when communities have more central AC,
as observed in smaller US studies.7,10,14 This adaptation strategy likely explains some of the
regional variation in heat effects. Earlier work1,7 found that heat-related mortality decreased
significantly in the southeastern US as AC prevalence increased. Over time, the number of
cities without a heat effect has increased,7 especially where AC has reached almost universal
prevalence. Heat wave effects, however, were not strongly associated with AC. It is possible
that the protection afforded by AC is sufficient to reduce effects of high temperatures, but
not to prevent more extreme heat wave effects. Heat effects were higher in communities
with higher income. Although this relationship might seem surprising, a recent national
study showed that median income is negatively associated with mortality in adults 65 years
or younger but not with older individuals, which represents the majority of heat- and coldrelated mortality.39
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Socioeconomic factors were less important in explaining cold effects; however,
communities with a higher percentage of black/African Americans had higher cold effects,
although the relationship was uncertain. Earlier research also found insignificant impact of
socioeconomic factors on cold effects,5,6 although 1 study found higher cold effects for
communities with less education or a lower percentage of population identifying as black.2
A study of cold effects on the elderly found significant associations with poverty, income
inequality, and deprivation rate.40 The lack of association in our study might relate to the
use of community-level variables. Further investigation using individual-level data is
needed. Such data could also improve exposure estimates, especially for longer lag
structures.
These findings on the impact of weather on mortality have implications for policymakers
and future scientific work. The identified susceptible subpopulations signify the need for
targeted heat-mortality prevention efforts. The heterogeneous results across communities
indicate the value of multicity research and indicate that approaches to prevent weatherrelated mortality might be most effective if they are community specific. Results on
acclimatization and heat waves are of particular importance to research estimating weatherrelated mortality impacts from climate change.
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FIGURE 1.

Risk of mortality for heat (comparison of 99th vs. 90th percentile of mean temperature) and
cold (comparison first vs. 10th percentile of mean temperature) for different lag structures.
Points show central estimates and the vertical lines show 95% posterior intervals.
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FIGURE 2.

Relationship between temperature and risk of mortality, comparing various temperature
levels with a reference temperature of 60°F for New York City.
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FIGURE 3.
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Map of the relative heat effect (percentage increase in mortality risk comparing 99th and
90th percentiles of Tlag0–1). The color of each community corresponds to the level of the
estimate; the size of the circle corresponds to the inverse of the variance of the estimate (ie,
larger circles are more certain). The 2 noncontinental cities included in the dataset, Honolulu
HI and Anchorage AK, are not included in this regional analysis.
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FIGURE 4.

Percentage increase in mortality risk for the relative cold effect (comparison of the 1st to
10th percentile temperature) (A), and heat effect (comparison of the 99th to the 90th
percentile temperature) (B), by cause and age. The point represents the central estimates; the
vertical lines represent 95% posterior intervals.
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3.5

Without O3
2.5–3.9

2.8–4.2

2.1–4.4

2.6–4.7

87

63

No. Communities

Heat Effect
95% PI

4.3

4.3

4.5

4.7

Estimate %

3.0–5.7

3.0–5.6

2.4–6.7

2.6–6.8

87

63

No. Communities

Cold Effect
95% PI

PI indicates posterior interval.

Results without pollution adjustment include only days and communities with pollution data available. Ozone is at lag 0 days; PM10 is at lag 1 day.
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Pollutant Adjustment

Sensitivity of Relative Heat and Cold Effects to Inclusion of Pollution Variables in the Temperature–Mortality Model
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6.1

4.3

≥99.5th percentile

3.2

≥99th percentile

Estimate %

≥98th percentile

Intensity

4.0–8.2

2.7–5.9

2.1–4.3

95% PI

≥2 Days

107

107

107

No. Communities

10.6

6.5

3.9

Estimate %

Duration

6.1–15.3

2.7–10.5

2.1–6.0

95% PI

≥4 Days

81

105

107

No. Communities

Increased Risk of Mortality for Later Days of a Heat-Wave Event Compared With Non-Heat-Wave Days Under Different Heat Wave Definitions
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17.5

Winter dew point temperature

Significant at P < 0.05.

−44.4a

−24.0b

34.4c

27.0c

27.2

27.0

−39.6a
−69.4a

Cold

Heat

Change in Relative Effect (%)

−59.1a

−43.2a

−112.2a

−69.5a

Heat

117a

86.0a

98.0a

94.0a

Cold

Change in Absolute Effect (%)

2.7

−18.1

−24.0

−45.0c

Change in Heat Wave Effect (%)

The values reflect the percentage increase in each specific heat or cold effect metric for an interquartile change in the specified long-term community-specific variable.

Significant at P < 0.10.

c

b

Significant at P < 0.01.

a

8.4

Summer dew point temperature

17.7

Winter temperature
9.4

9.2

Summer temperature

Dew point temperature

12.9

IQR (°F)

Yearly temperature

Community-specific Variable

Increase in Heat- and Cold-Related Mortality Effect Estimates Per Interquartile (IQR) Increase in a Community-Specific Weather-Related Characteristic
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Percentage Increase in Mortality Risk for Heat Wave Days Compared With Non-Heat Wave Days by Age and
Cause of Death
Heat Wave Coefficient
Estimate (%)

95% PI

<65

5.1

2.0 to 8.4

65–74

5.0

2.0 to 8.2

≥75

8.2

5.3 to 11.3

Age group (yr)

Cause of death
Cardiovascular

8.8

5.5 to 12.2

Respiratory

5.9

−0.1 to 12.2

Noncardiorespiratory

5.5

3.2 to 7.9

These heat wave effects were estimated based on the heat wave definition of temperatures ≥99.5th percentile for ≥2 days.
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10.6%
580,599
47.1%

Living in urban setting

Population

Central AC

9.1

29.1b

10.6
18.8
0.6
10.2

22.6b
8.4a
−87.7a

0.5

−1.2

11.1a

−15.3

2.6

35.1a

−18.0

Cold

Heat

Change in Relative Effect (%)

−110a

14.4a

17.4

−15.7

15.7a

−13.7

17.6

56.7a

Heat

72.8b

−0.2
6.7

6.0

34.6c

40.3c

29.7c
6.7

11.7c

−36.2

45.0b

−30.1

Change in Heat Wave Effect (%)

−0.04

−14.5

11.7

−6.7

Cold

Change in Absolute Effect (%)

The values reflect the percent increase in each specific heat or cold effect metric for an interquartile change in the specified long-term community-specific variable.

Significant at P < 0.10.

c

Significant at P < 0.05.

b

Significant at P < 0.01.

a

18.0%

7.7%

Population without high school degree

Black/African American

1.7%

Unemployed

3.3%

$6,538

Median household income

Public transportation commuters

IQR

Community-Specific Variable

Increase in Heat- and Cold-Related Mortality Per IQR Increase in Community-Specific Socioeconomic and Other Selected Community Characteristics
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